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Abstract
The impact of technology is effected the human in such a
way that, user will make use of internet for every simple to
large purposes. To do so an effective search engine is very
much required which can search and retrieve the required
data from the huge chunks of data storage. The main idea
of this paper is to define and implement a new question
answering technique in internet using cognitive computing.
The uncertainty and ambiguity exists in the traditional
computing system can be solved using the cognitive
computing system. The cognitive computing works as
imitation of human brain.It also provides the better
interaction with users. This paper is all about
demonstration of searching process as an application of
cognitive computing methodology. The kind of data
considered here is a textual data through the analysis of
natural languages query.
Keywords: cognitive computing, question answering
technique, the traditional computing system, natural
languages

1. INTRODUCTION
The question answering system is about to established by
using cognitive computing. This concept is based on the
processing the conceptual data information provided
human beings memory capability.
The problem with open domain answering system is
much worrying from many years [1, 2], which needs a
much knowledge to establish a high coverage and request
for good speed of retrieval. The data may be analyzed
and understood by the answering system with increase in
data volume. The information required may exists in
articles, blogs, research papers and emails. It is not so
easy for the traditional computing systems to analyze this
kind of data and provide the answering scheme. So it
requires new computing system which can think as
human and do respond by considering the phrases of user
query as idioms, nuances of language, text data. The data
to be retrieved must be mined form the chunk of huge
data collection.
The cognitive computing is an advanced approach that
can be implemented as how human beings does for any
query through a computerized system. The cognitive
computing models can efficiently understand natural
languages, process them with structured data or

unstructured data finally provide the responses with
evidences. The cognitive systems are capable of
performing retrieval of data with automated and
probabilistic techniques. A kind of processing natural
language and techniques of machine learning approaches
are used to provide better interaction with user for
question answers. Basically the cognitive systems
proposes a learning methods through experience, analyze
and understands the intention of user. Here the input will
be interpreted as answer for a question produced based
on some notions. These notions can be item or phrases in
query. Here proposed methods tried to improve the
quality and validation of answers to provide the quick
and correct answers to user.
2. METHODOLOGIES
Already a huge number of researchers did much work in
the area of search engines. Bhatiya and Prasad [3]
proposes an architecture to demonstrate e-learning
scenario. It acts on huge unstructured data, makes use of
map reduce techniques to figure out the answers.The
question answering system was first defined by the
Simmons [4] in the year of 1967 which can able to
analyze many questions in English language. Then it is
redefined and established at TREC-8 [5] in 1994.
There are plenty of question answer technologies exists.
Few of them are database oriented, accessibility for
restricted domains, some are also open for all domain.
The kind of answering scheme may be of retrieving the
data from structured database or unstructured data. The
challenge here was a query related to natural language is
to converted to database query.
Androutsopoulos et al [6] describes the template based
answering method for a questions. The pattern matching
methods are also implemented for natural language
processing with database. The template based method of
answering does not suite for text processing. The results
produced are of no guarantee as answer is valid or not.
The answer may be of a part of question template,
retrieved through a SQL query [7].
The major part of research here is based on the semantic
analysis of systems from very small domain to larger
domain knowledge base. The Freebase [8] and DBpedia
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[9] knowledge base, where system can get the accurate
answers. But provides the least options to be solved.
The proposing methodology works on unstructured data,
it do not need any knowledge base. The aim is to answer
by analyzing the document containing plain text as
sentences or phrases of answer keywords.

3. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
Internet holds bulk of peta bytes of data can be accessed
by any user by using any modern search engines. But the
retrieved information may be matched and useful or not
for a user who expects search engine to produce some
results. The general objective of this proposed work is to
extract the answers to user query which matches the user
expectations which he had in his mind. The answer can
be retrieved from the huge amount of documents present
in the local database or World Wide Web.
The general traditional search engines are of two cases
[10]:
Open domain system: The main purpose of this system
is to extract the answer data anything and everything
from the web. The internet or web contains the huge bulk
of data which is open to all, any user can query and
extract the data[11]. This way of maintaining the
enormous data is too complex which is again the open
challenge as any search engine depend on how and huge
amount of data is stored and maintained in database.
Closed domain system: The domain of the answers
being extracted for any user query is limited to specific
domains. The documents is restricted to specific volume
and subjects. The database is defend small in size from
which answer is tried to extract. So, it is limited to kind
of questions accepted from the user [11].
Data sources
The major prior section of system is depends on the kind
of data storage location. Here Wikipedia is considered
with high priority. The data is accessed after it is cleaned,
processed, indexed finally retrieved.
Psychological way of modelling a question answering
system
A huge amount of research is done on how the human
beings can actually answer for any questions and also
analyzed the mental functionalities of operated in human
brain. Arthur Greasser[12] covered a huge scenarios of
psychology of answering by the human. He also noted in
[12] gives an immense architecture of psychological
level of answering. In order to answer for any question,
human follow a procedure as,
 Question interpretation,
 Identify the kind of question,
 Implementation of procedures for question
answering,
 Finalize the answers.

The main idea of proposing system of inspired by the
techniques of human being answering for any question.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
The proposed work is consists of 5 major essential
modules.
4.1 Indexing.
In spite of using different computational techniques will
not produce the best results if there is no better
understanding of type and structure of document in the
database. The indexing combines different disciplinary
techniques such as linguistics, mathematics, computer
science, information science and cognitive sciences [13].
In Indexing search engine we can achieve the multiple
document searching. Here all the documents are checked
and extracted raw contents of document and analyses by
using indexing process. As a part of document analysis,
the content of document will be broken into tokes which
will be again normalized. Finally these normalized token
terms will be stored in a separate data structure named as
inverted index table.
4.2 Question Processing
The answer extraction is to be done from a pool of text
documents. This model is organized in two levels.
1. Parsing the query:
The initial processing is done with parsing the tokens
lightly for key parts of query which saves the CPU cycles
[14]. The key parts of the input query sentence will be
considered such as nouns, verbs and adverbs by the user.
Rest parts of the query can be ignored as excused.
2. Computing the answer type:
The system must know the kind of questions to be
expected and classify them based on their type. The
Table 1 in [15] shows the generalized types. They can be
classified as long answers, factoid, definition, multilingual answers etc. After the classification, then it has to
identify the type of answers. The possible answer types
can be time, location, organization and person. This way
of identifying the type is much important for our system.
Syntactic and semantic analysis is made for the query
based on the possible set of questions depends on
retrieval and extraction criteria’s.
4.3 Query generation.
Now we need to think about system to generate a query
which helps you to extract the user passage by searching.
The user passage must contain key words useful for
answer type. It must make sure that one or many
keywords must encounter in the passage.A new
mechanism is created which can match the user query to
all possible requirements. It can also be applied for the
query data through speech tagging in the user passage.
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Fig: Proposed architecture.

4.4 Candidate answer extraction
Here we completely diverse in the searching process
form any other information search and retrieval system.
The answer in the query can be extracted by any of ways:
patter based, similarity measure based, feature based
analysis. In pattern based method:Much of textual
patterns are learned by considering the input form
websites or real text from user, will be analyzed
automatically based on the kind of answers [16, 17]. For
an unknown question, the patterns are used to extract and
rank suitable answers from the text or web.In similarity
measure based: the similarities between the candidate
answers and stored question are analyzed and computed
[18]. Based on which the sentence with highest similarity
will be extracted as correct answer for the input query
question. Where as in feature based analysis: the relevant
answers will be extracted based on the SVM [21], neural
network [19], regression [22]and maximum entropy [20].
4.5 Answer ranking and scoring:
Based on the kind of question classification, a part of
information retrieved from candidate answer can act as
answer for user query. The answer can be retrieved by
different ways as using statistical analysis, SVM or using
patterns based on the kind of user question that increases
the performance of system. The confidence score can be
found based on different parameters. The parameters can
be like number of successive terms occurred in the user
query. The score can be increased when the synonyms of
the keywords found the query. The confidence score can
be defined individually for different user query or can be
consolidated.

5. CONCLUSION
Here we presented the building an engine which work as
a question to answer machine. Basically it proposes a
cognitive computing that imitates the mechanism of
human brain. This question answer machine depicts as
human brain where it considers a question, analyzed and
answered. The answers for a user question will be
generated automatically. It also be applied for online
learning and processing communication in different
activities. This can be extended as future for recognize
and analyze the speech from the end user.
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